Classification of the skeletal variation in normal occlusion.
The aims of this study were to classify normal occlusion samples into specific skeletal types and to analyze the dentoalveolar compensation in a normal occlusion in order to provide the clinically applicable differential diagnostic criteria for an individual malocclusion patient. Lateral cephalograms of 294 normal occlusion samples, who were selected from 15,836 adults through a community dental health survey, were measured. Using a principal component analysis, two factors representing the anteroposterior and vertical skeletal relationships were extracted from 18 skeletal variables. Cluster analysis was then used to classify the skeletal patterns into nine types. Nine types of polygonal charts with a profilogram were created. Discriminant analysis with a stepwise entry of variables was designed to identify several potential variables for skeletal typing, which could be linked with computerized cephalometric analysis for an individual malocclusion patient. Discriminant analysis assigned 87.8% classification accuracy to the predictive model. It was concluded that because the range of a normal occlusion includes quite diverse anteroposterior and vertical skeletal relationships, classifying the skeletal pattern and establishing an individual dentoalveolar treatment objective might facilitate clinical practice.